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Field Mass To !
1

Be Sung By
Father Burnsl
Mass Is Intended For
Students And
Parishouers

All-Amel"ican Rating
A repod from the Associated Collegiate Press yesterday gave The NEWS an AllAmerican rating for 1937-38.
Xavier received a total of 765
points out a possible 1000 to
be ranked with three other
college publications of this
division of weekly newspapers
as All-American. The num·ber of points secured would
have given The NEWS this
rating in any divisions except
that of college dailies. This
is the first time the NEWS
has been submitted for a rating.·

Student Dance
Ends Evening
School Socials·
Night Division H o s
To Night Hi Seniors
Tomorrow

t

Debate Judge

I

Decision For
Ve1·l{.amp Rests
With Attorney
'. J. H. Brink, '34, Judges
/ Ninetyseventh Debate
Friday Night

The social calendar of the XaCritic Judge for the ninetyThe annual Field Mass will be
vier University Evening Division 1
seventh annual Verkamp De·celebrated this year in the foot1
will come to a most fitting close
: bate Friday evening is John A.
ball stadium on May 19, 8:30
tomorrow, when the Student
Brink, Cincinnati attorney and
.a. m., Jack A. Jones, Sodality
Body will entertain with a ReXavier graduate of the class of
c"eption and Dance at the Assem-1
President, gave word. The Mass
'34. This was learned from Rev.
bly Hall of the Downtown Col-/
: Edward Carrigan, S. J., dean of
will be held for the University
1
lege at eight thirty o'clock. This
the College of Arts and Sciences,
students and for members of the 1 ---..,.,.,_.,.,..._,,.,,...,,....,,.,."=,..,,,,,=,,.,,..~~
will be the last affair in a series J
I 1 yesterday.
St. Robert Bellarmine Parish.
~{~l~};,44/,'.'/:·:'''''
of parties, dances, smokers and
Father Carrigan indicated also
The solemn high Mass will be ~~}',\·i7· "
. teas with which the Student
that positions have been adopted
sung by the Rev. Dennis F. H\':.~: . :
. Body has entertained during the
JOHN A. BRINK
by the speakers. On the affirmBurns, S. J., President of the/:.· :·
. current school season. Invitaative side are William J. Rielly,
University. The ROTC corps of ':
" tions
have been issued to all
1
arts junior; G. Dan Bruch, arts
·cadets will serve as guard of
;members by Rev. J. C. Malloy,
senior, Albert A. Stephan, arts
· i S. J., Director of the College.
honor.
senior, in the order named.
The following committees for
At this time the Evening DiVincent H. Beckman, arts senvision will be hosts and hostessthe Field Mass were appointed:
ior, is the first speaker on the
.Publicity-Vincent E. Smith and
es to the senior classes of the
negative team, to be followed by
Night High Schools in CincinEdward P. Vonderhaar; SacrisEdward J. Kennedy, Jr., arts
Xavier's Downtown College, the
tans at Mass-John Low, EdThe Booklovers' Association senior, and Vincent E. Smith,
nati. One of the precedents of will close the year's activities
ward J. Kennedy, Jr., and Paul
arts senior. The question to be
party • is a much anticipated with a card party to be held on
Siegal; Preparations-Donald G.
debated, as it is formally stated,
event both by the Graduates of the 18th of May at 2 p. m., in
Middendorf, Lawrence J. Heim,
is "Resolved: that the National
Western Hills Night High School, the lobby of the Biology BuildRobert G. Kissel and Richard
Labor Relations Board be emWest Night High School and ing on the campus. As the proWeingartner; Attendants at the
powered · to enforce compulsory
BUSTER
LOCKE
East Night High School as well ceeds of this affair will go to
Mass-Paul Geers, Raymond J.
arbitration in all industrial disas the Student of Xavier.
Wilson, and John J. Bruder;
the library fund, all friends of putes."
Construction of the Altar-Cyril
The Reception and Dance was the University library are inOf these participants four have
Collins, Francis X. Schwegman
first. held several .. years ago and vited to attend.
held
positions ·in the debate of
and John A. King.
n
Mrs. Fred Droege has been
has grown so much in popularlast
year.
The new speakers this
ity that it has become one of the appointed general chairman and
This is the second Field Mass
season are Rielly anp Beckman.
she
and
her
committee
are
com"musts"
o,n.
the
calendar
of
all
that will take place at Xavier.
Selection of the debaters was
students of the Evening Division pleting arrangements. A door
The Sodality started the Field
made
after five-minute imprize
will
be
given
and
there
of
Xavier
University.
Members
Mass as a part of its Catholic acUnderclass representation at
will also be a sale of home- promptu try-outs, which were
of
Kappa
Sigma
Mu,
honorary
tion program.
the. Senior Ball will be larger
open to all Xavier students. A
Vincent E. Smith, liberal arts than last year is the opinion of and social fraternity of the Col- cooked delicacies, such as cakes, committee of faculty members
home-made
candies,
etc.,
pies,
( Continued on Page 3)
senior, gave a lecture on the John Stermer, Jr., chairman of
with Mrs. Charles Schmitt in chose the contestants who will
'"Catholic Theater" at the Sodal- the Ball.
charge.
In addition, there will appear Friday night.
ity meeting held on Monqay,
Stermer disclosed last week
Brink, the judge for the event,
be . a combination raffle later in
May 9.
Smith, recent win~ the selection of Buster Locke
was an active participant in unthe
afternoon.
Refreshments
will
ner in the national collegiate and his orchestra to provide the
be served by Mrs. A. B. Post dergraduate affairs, including the
English Essay contest on "The music for the dancing. Locke is
and her committee. Mrs. Carl Philopedian Debating So c i et y
Catholic Theater Movement," known to · Cincinnatians by his
Buse
is the chairman of cards, andthe Mermaid Tavern, and has
condemned the pagan attitudes engagements at the Gibson
while
Mrs. Feiertag is chairman been prominent in alumni activof some modern playwrights and Rathskeller and La Normandie.
lntra1nural
Gaines
of
the
trophies committee.
( C~ntinued on Page 8)
presented his. plan for betterTickets for the Ball can be obment of the theater.
Arouse
Spirit
tained from any committee
Smith denounced Noel member for .two dollars. The
Coward for the subtle traits of committee consists of George
BY JOHN FOGARTY
paganism found in his plays. Overbeck, Clifford Strohoefer,
Pssstt,
buddie! The Student
"Paganism is more dangerous Frederick Nebel, Robert Lampe,
Council is sponsoring a week of
than Communism in modern ·Paul Kelly, senior president, and
intramural s po r ts, ·beginning
Stermer.
drama," Smith pointed out.
Monday, May 16, Sure, you've
school editors m Cincinnati was
Delegates Co!ne held Sunday afternoon at the Fenprobably read that some where 2 3 7
else, but it's a good way to begin
wick Club for the purpose of
From Wide Radius
a story apout intramurals. Now
acquainting local delegates with
To Meet
the word "intramural" is, as
the plan of the convention.
most of you do not know, deSpeakers at the meeting- were
rived from the Latin. Latin, by
A convention ~ponsored by Miss Virginia Beck, Mount St.
the way, is a dago dialect which the three Catholic Colleges in Joseph, general chairman; VinForeign Trade Week.
Salvador Bonilla - Sosa The committee '.Y'ill contact all was spoken by the natives of the Cincinnati area will ,be held cent E. Smith, Xavier senior,
and service clubs in Italy long before the birth of May 14, at the College of Mount Robert L. Otto, adviser to the
Is In Charge Of luncheon
the Cincinnati Trade Area to Primo Carnera-absent minded St. Joseph, for the purpose of committee, and Bruder. A mahave them· join in the observ- people still speak it. But to get presenting a practical plan of jority of the twenty-five delePublicity
ance of this week and have back to "intramural"; it is a Catholic Action through the gates expressed approval of the
plans and pledged their support.
speakers for their meetings to Latin word. To be exact, it is medium of the Press.
Mr.
Salvador Bonilla-Sosa, address them on foreign trade. two Latin words, "intra," meanDean J. L. O'Sullivan ·of MarSeveral new high school newsSpanish professor, was appoint- Business, trade, and civic organ- ing "behind", and "mural", papers may be inaugurated as quette University will be the
ed by Mr. H. G. Moebus, Presi- izations in Hamilton and Mid- meaning "the eight ball", which the result of the Cincinnati principle speaker on a program
dent of the Foreign Trade Club, dletown, Ohio, will participate is just where every class is Catholic School Press Confer- which includes twelve local lay
Foreign Trade Week to be ob- with Cincinnati in the celebra- threatening to put all the others ence, it learned this week from and clerical speakers. On the
served in Cincinnati, May 22 to tion.
during this week of fun and John J. Bruder, arts sophomore, program are Rev. Raymond J.
28. The program is being workThe purpose of Foreign Trade frolic. If these intramurals are and editor of the Xavier Uni- Gray, S. J., professor of history
ed out by the Foreign Trade Week is to make more people to be a success tqere must be a versity News.
at Xavier, and Vincent E. Smith,
Club of the Cincinnati Chamber think about foreign trade and spirit of keen competition, so
According to letters received arts senior, president of the Jesof Commerce.
its relation to domestic prosper- let's have a lot ·of that good old by the committee at least four uit College Newspaper AssociaBonilla-Sosa is in charge of ity. The celebration this year "bad feeling between the class- schools which do not now have tion.
Xavier alumni to speak at the
publicity, and will supervise sev- will be particula"rly timely due es". Already the seniors predict publications plan to organize at
eral radio broadcasts connected to the increased world recogni- that they will beat out the jun- the beginning of · next year in convention are: Very Rev. Msgr.
with the event. He will also tion· of the President's good iors, sophomores, and freshmen, accordance with the plans laid Edward A. Freki1'g, Robert L.
while the juniors content· them- down in the advance notices of Otto, Murray Paddock, and Edcontact the various high schools neighbor policy.
mund D. Doyle.
.and universities of the CincinThe Cincinnati Public Library selves with the simple statement the convention.
A meeting of all Catholic high
nati area to arouse interest in
(Continued On Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)
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Booklovers Close
Y e a r's Activities
With Party, May 18

.Chairman Predicts
U d
· .. .
Large
ere1ass
Turnout At Ball

"Bad Feeling''
In Evidence

Catholic Action Is Main
Theme Of Press Conclave

Spanish Professor Member
Of Trade W eel{ Committee
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Summer School
CLICHE EXPERT INTERVIEWS
Gives Mental
EDITOR OF MOSQUITO EATER
Health Course
.All characters In this story arc fictl·
tlous and resemblance to any situation
or person living or .<lend Is purely co·
lncl<lcntal., (Apologies to Jtrank ~Ulll·
van).-E<lltor.

Good evening, Mr. Jones. I
understand that you are the editor of the Mosquito Eater, the
year book of Zanier University.
Yes, I owe a debt of gratitude
to Zanier for the intellectual
peace and security found within
its walls.
I understand that your university has a good dean.
Oh Father Schmidt, Yes, he's
the personification of the ideal
of an educator. His guidance in
kindly, his undergraduate problems, sympathetic, his efforts on
behalf of the student body, untiring, his contact · with them
close. His work has resulted in
an unprecedented wave of progress, is an eloquent testimonial
of his ability and devotion, attests his ability, and must in time
bring its own reward.

ception of the affair by the students and their guests, and was
an eloquent testimonial of their
ability?
Oh yes, that must be the Senior
Ball you're thinking of. The University is proud of the fine caliber
of the dances given by its students because at them all the opportunities for the acquisition of
culture, refinement, poise and development of the personality are
placed at their disposal. _
Did the Mosquito Eaters have a
~:1~~ season on the gridiron, last
You mean those forty bronzed
and eager bearer of the blue and
white who in September looked
forward in glorious anticipation
of struggles with ancient foemen,
of plunging backs and slashing
linemen?
Did you lose any games?
Yes, but that doesn't tell the
whole story. The Zanier boys
were easily the most outstanding
on the field and turned in performances in which victory was
always within grasp, yet the turn
of fortune defeated us. The Zanier boys were in a lethargy of
overconfidence", they. were at disadvantages because of the rain,
the otherside had an all-American
backfield ace, had just defeated
Pittsburgh, and Zanier was in a
mid-season sfomp.
Foster Democracy
Is there anything else Mr.
Jones? Did the Student Council
foster and uphold that ideal of
democracy which is essential to
college life?
Of course and the Social Committee was a self sacrificing body
whose sole aim was the advancement of the·Student welfare. The
moderators of the various activities were able, capable, genial,
devoted, patient, untiring andGoodbye, Mr. Jones.
Aimiable, industrious, progressive, sympathetic-Oh he's gone
and I have told him about the
Alumni Association.
--------------

Traditional Dictions
What does the education systern in vogue at Zanier do, Mr.
Jones?
It abolishes traditional dietions, inspires a spirit of friendship and . good fellowship, and
brings a deep sense of appreciation for those days of happy
companionship spent within the
walls, portals, halls, corridors,
classrooms of Zanier. Oh yes, I
forgot "on the campus."
Has the senior class been a
good one?
It has ever had as its ideal, an
unselfish devotion to the common
good, it has followed all the
time worn, treasured, hallowed,
sacred precedents and traditions
of the University. The president
was a leader whose manly character was an exemplification f
the quality of Zanier's training.
They leave -with regret softened
by a task well done. Enthusiastic
participation in extra curricular
activities has made the class far
above the average. They are
true sons of Zanier, loyal sons
of Zanier, assets to Zanier and
will carry on the traditions of
Zanier.
·
Does Zanier have many .social
affairs?
Social Highlight
Oh naturally the Junior Prom,
(Continued from Page 1)
for instance, is the Annual High- lege, are also invited and will
light of the social season of Vice- augment the members of the
vicenati. The strains of the or- Student Body in welcoming the
chestra were melodious, ripping- prospective 1938-39 students.
ly rhythmic. Its strains were
Miss Cecilia Vonder Heide,
sprightly and rhythmical and General Chairman; has announcprovided both the beats for danc- ed that following the reception,
ing feet and a soft melidious dancing will be the highlight of
background for an evening of the evening. Music will be furdancing. The lights were multi- nished by the Continentals.
colored, soft changing which
The following have been seplayed upon the mirrored walls lected to act as official hosts and
and ceiling creating a scene of hostesses of the evening: Misses
glamour and beauty. The gowns Margaret Gibbons,· Rita Meiners,
of the beautiful, charming, young Eleanor Zins., 'Paµline Hopkins,
ladies escorted by the Zanier Carolyn Kloeker, Mary Fahey,
Undergraduates were colorful, Agnes Geiger, Virginia Bockel~
multicolored, and in keeping nian, Ruth Kiefler, Marci a
with the spring season, and lent Klopp, Rosemary Weber, Esther
a bit of added color to the im- Schneider, Catherine Neiheisel,
pressive grand march which fea- Marguerite Neiheisel,
A 1 ma
tured the song "Zanier Dimes." Volle, Marie Shepard, and Dolores McCarthy. Messrs. Joseph
Senior Ball
Klopp, Fred Weber, Harry WebWasn't there any dance held er, George Eckes, James Sweeunder a starlit sky at which the ney, Charles Tiemeier, George
dancers whirled and glided away Buescher, Louis Wolf, Walter
the happy hours in a gay and Giesting, Hal Nolting, William
carefree mood and where the Lannon, Robert Woerner, Jerexhilarating and light hearted ome Heinen, and Howard Despirit evidenced by the crowd honey.
was indicative of the approachKappa Sigma Mu will be reping vacation. Didn't any body resented by the newly elected
present a dance which added to officers namely, Misses Dorothy
their already impressive string Dillon and Pauline Hopkins,
of social successes, at which the Matthew E. Deiters, Joseph Neicapable, able and original work ner, John Moser and Charles C.
of the committee was bC?th well Boyle, and Mr. and Mrs. George
requited by the enthusiastic re- E. Rechtin.

Student Dance
Ends Evening
School Socials

Rev. L. H. Otting, S.J.,
Will Preside
Mental Hygiene, also styled
Safeguarding Mental Health, is
one of the popular and practical
courses in Psychology to be -given in Xavier's Summer School,
according to an announcement
of. the Rev. J. C. Malloy, S. J.,
Associate Dean and Director of
the Summer Session.
The Rev. Leonard H. Otting,
S. J., Ph. D., visiting-lecturer
'.from J~hn Carroll University,
will conduct the course. "Selfmastery, acquired by steadfast
adherence to the scientific teachings of mental hygiene, is the
basis of all successful living,"
said Dr. Otting in a communication received yesterday. "The
achievement of economic security
and the attainment of social
prominence and political prestige," continued Dr. Otting,
"mean little without the all-important personal satisfaction and
solid contentment that comes
when one has acquired emotional maturity and is the perfect master of himself in every
condition of life.
To point the way and to suggest the means needed for this
worthwhile acquisition is the
whole aim of the course in mental hygiene. The practical and
approved conClusions of this science will be analyzed, discussed
and applied. Stripped, as much
as possible, of the trappings of
scientific nomenclature, this
course should have a distinct
appeal to men and women alike
who are anxious to help themselves and others in achieving
the goal of emotional maturity
and self-mastery.

Attend A Xavier
Summer Class
·.

JULY 30

JUNE 20

Retrieve yQur SCHOLASTIC losses
Strengthen your CLASS standing
Prevent graduation UNCERTAINTIES
Gain knowledge of a USEFUL field
All Courses Open to Men and Women Who are High
School Graduates, College Students, Teacl1ers, and
to Other;s Interested in Higher Education.

The Downtown College offers
a six-weeks course in the
following fields:

ACCOUNTING·
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
FRENCH
GERMAN

HISTORY
LATIN
MATHEMATICS
MENTAL HYGIENE
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

Registrations for Xavier's Summer Session are
now being received. Enrollment in the Secre·
tarial and Acc01inting courses limited. Classes
will he held e~ch morning from 8:30 to 12:30.

A descriptive catalog will be sent on request

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Downtown College

520 Sycamore Street

P Arkway 3848

SEE 11-IAT QUAINT LITTLE FRAME
BUILDINCi? IT IS ONE OF THE OLDEsr SCl-lOOLl-IOUSES IN THE UNITED
STATES. INSIDE ARE W/>IX ~IOUP.ES
SHOWINO ™E CLASS COSTUMES

OFIB64

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If :vou
don't find it the mellowest, tutiaat pipo tobacco you
ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to ua at an:v time within a month
from thia date, and wo will refund full purchase price,
plu1 posta11a. (Si1rnod> R. J. Ra:rnolda Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salam, North Carolina

50

pipeful1 of fragrant tobacco in
evoey 2·oz. tin of Prince Albert

i·-·---·---·----
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of seventeen years.
"Julius Caesar" in Modern Garb is Timely
In the days of silent movies
Tom was often referred to as
No. 1 Indian pacifier.
· Dra~a; ~tales Powers, Who Plays Br11tus America's
His biggest offer for the talkies

Current World Problem,
Moh Rule, Is Treated
By Shakespeare
BY JOHN E. SMITH
That "Julius Caesar" is a modern, timely drama, despite its 300
years of existence, was definitely stated by Tom Powers. As the
Brutus of Cincinnati's latest
road-show put it, "This particula,r work of Shakespeare is a
drama of the world's most vital
problem today_.:..mob rule.
Powers' troupe presents this
Shakespearean drama in modern
dress and circumstances.
"Our modern version of "Caesar," commented Powers, "is not
different from the original. .At
Shakespeare's time all his plays
were enacted in contemporary
knee breeches and hose rather
than in costumes of the times
portrayed. Scenery was unheard
of. Gradually, however, both
costumes and scenery came into
use. These were elaborated, and
after many years, came to such
gigantic proportions as we often
see today."
High School Antipi\thy
Reaching for a pack of cigarettes as he rested in his dressing
room after the show, Powers
continued, marking the ill feeling he had towards "Julius Caesar" as he had read it in high
school. "Shakespeare did not

write elocution pieces, but real
heart to heart conversations. We
have taken account of this and
speak accordingly. It is the actor's aim in each performance to
better his best previous effort.
With this attempt at greater
naturalness ln mind we speak
our parts, thus avoiding the customary shouting of dramatic sequences and the inaudible whispers of the more appealing lines.
Critics, most kind in all their
remarks about the play, praised
especially this quality, so rare in
Shakespearian acting."
Modernization
Throwing light on the origin
of the modern "Julius Caesar",
Powers explained that over a
year ago, Orsen Wells conceived
the notion of converting Julius
into a present day dictator, and
the mobs into the type of today.
A group of actors, who had
nothing to lose if the riovelty
were not a success, formed the
cast. After the usual rehearsals
and other preliminary arrangements, the play opened at the
Mercury Theatre on Broadway.
Remarkable success pronounced
it a definite hit. After playing a
full year to sold-out houses on
Broadway the play took to the
·road. Alex Yokel, possessor of
the road rights, procured "big
names" for the principal parts.
This company visited most of
the leading cities of the country,

including our Cincinnati. The
play will dose after its Toronto
engagement this week.
Regarding the reception of the
play, Powers stated that approval has been met everywhere.
Audiences were as enthusiastic
as they were large. "One of the
best features of the road is the
variety of opinion. In New York
the same critics always find the
same weak points. The road,
however, keeps the actor on his
toes by the reacti~ns of new audiences and new critics."
"Do I think that the play is
timely?" Mr. Powers restated
the question. "I certainly do. It
is really a potent drama showing the terrorism of mob rule.
The scene in which Cinna the
poet, for the grave fault of having the name of a conspirator,
was dragged screaming away by
the mob to his doom best illustrates this terrorism."
Versatile Star
Equalling the play for interest is Tom Powers, the star. That
he is a versatile man is easiiy
seen in a brief enumeration of
his accomplishments.
Besides
his stage success he has engaged
in motion pictures, writing, cartooning, illustration, and sculpture.
Of interest to Xavier
ROTC men is the fact that he
was once Captain Powers of the
Royal British Air Corps. Tom is
married and .has an adopted son

EVENING DIVISION
NEWS BRIEFS

was for ."Strange Interlude." He
Musketeer annuals were won by
did not accept this. He said,
"Actors and actresses of the the following students in the
stage who say "I wouldn't think Evening Division: William Scanof deserting the 'theatah' for the lon, Wm. J. Connor, Martha
cinema" are not sincere.
Gnau, Margaret Simeoni, Dorothy Smith, Ruth Berssenbruegge, James A. Ryan, Lawrence
Gatto, Leo Burkardt, Frances
Fisher, Ber tr and Daumeyer,
Madge Sutkamp, Robert Cannon,
Earl Long, Eleanor Zins, and
Lawrence Haverkamp. CongratSix Varsity Debaters ulations!

To Oppose UoC.
On Radio Hour

* * ..

Represent Xavier
Six members of the varsity debate team will oppose a team
representing the University of
Cincinnati, Sunday, May 22, on
the "Right or Wrong" radio program, regularly heard at 5:30
p. m.
. The program is under the direction of Al Bland of the WKRC
staff. Bland is known to the radio audience for his connection
with "Dow's Dawn Patrol."
Tickets for the broadcast may
be obtained from the publicity
office, according to Edward P.
VonderHaar, director of publicity. The broadcast will emanate
from the WKRC studios in the
Alms Hotel.
Besides the six participants,
two alternates will be selected.
The names of the contestants
were not available today.

"Cigarettes seem
pretty much _alike
to me. Do you find
some difference be·
tween Camels and
the others, Miss
Bourke·White?"

STEEL MILLS, dams, skyscrapers, subways (as above)

Jack Moser, prominent Evening Division Xaverian, appeared on the WKRC "Right or
Wrong'~ program Sunday evening ori a team composed of
workers for the Cincinnati Community Chest. And· were we
proud of him! Jack answered
five questions correctly before
he bit the dust on the sixth. He
was the second last man to be
eliminated.
We wish to correct the impression that many readers
gained from a headline that appeared in The Xavier University
News recently concerning the
Summer Session. This Session
offers only morning classes and
early afternoon classes. No evening classes are arranged. The
Accounting courses will be held
from 8:30 to 11:05 a. m., and
from 1:00 to 3:35 p. m.

"I've found that Camels are very,
very different, Mr. Martin not just in one way, but in
a lot of ways. For example, my
nerves must be just as trust·
worthy as a steeple jack's.
Camels don't jangle my nerves.
They taste extra-mild and deli·
cate too. Camels never leave
an unpleasant after-taste, and
they're so gentle to the throat.
In fact, Camels agree with me
in every way! I think that's
what counts most-how your
cigarette agrees with you!"

-appeal to Margaret Bourke-White. She's gone all
over the United States. Her photographs are famo~s.
They're Jijferenll Miss Bourke-White made that
same remark about Camels to Ralph Martin at the
New York World's Fair grounds (right).

Leading growers
tell their preference
in. cigarettesit's Camel!
"We smolce Camels
because we lcnow tobacco/'
tobacco pfanters sa)•

"I'm a tobacco planter,"
says Vertner Hatton, who
has grown tobacco for 25
years. "The Camel folks
pay a sight more for our
better tobaccos. Last crop
they took my finest grades.
I smoke Camels-I know there's no sub~
stitute for expensive tobaccos. Most
planters favor Camels."

Oonrfallt. Ital, B, 1. Borul4& Tobuoo Co., Wlutoa-8&1.... ti. O,

"I've been planting tobacco for twenty years,"
says. Harry C. King.
"The Camel people
bought the choice lots
of my last crop - paid
more for my best tobacco.
So I know they use finer, more expensive
tobaccos in Camels. That's one mighty
good reason why my cigarette is Camel.''

Check up on your time lor hearing

E~~·D·l·E C·A·N·T·O·R!

Americas sreat fun-mu
d
royoubyCamelcl
eran persooalltybroushc
Colwnbla Netwo:k;rre~, c~~ry Monday alghrovcr
AI
B
• cc o~,.. newspaper for time.

so

ENNY GOODMAN'S BAND

HcarrhcsreatGoodm S ..
Every Tuesday oishr :: 8 .;~al'Band"sototown,"
E.D.S.T,), 7:30 Pm CS ••: 6pm E. S.T. (9:30 pm
:30 Pm MS
· •&., N
pm P • S. T., over Colwnbl
• • T ., s:30
a erwork.

/
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much as the annual this seems to be a
mother of our scholarship and culture, is
partially an effect of secularism rather
poor investment of time and money.
Published weekly during the school
than the sole cause. After all, at least
these reasons the NEWS advocates
year by the students of Xavier theFor
to some exten.t, its traditions are cradled
abolition of the Musketeer which as
University from their offices in Room we have shown is, by the history of the
by the taste of prospective students, and
56, of the Biology Building. Phone year-book, merely a bromidic, expensive
these &tudents in turn acquire their secJEfferson 3220. .
ularized outlook in their formative years
By
monument to the egotism of a few inEntered ns second-clnse mntter February 18,
at high school. In this light, it would
1037, nt tho post office nt Cincinnati, Ohio, nnder dividuals; and urge that the money anVINCENT E. SMITH
the Act of l'tlnrch S, 1819,
seem that the heart-spring of a twentinually expended be put into some such
activity as debating, the Athenaeum, o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' eth-century revival of liberal education
a program of Catholic Action for the LJNLIKE POETS, scholars are not em- and the scholarship to be developed from
Subscription: Per Year $1.50
sodality.
paled by the definition "born, not this must be associated with high school
RBPRIUlllNTl!D POR NATIONAL. ADVERTllillNG DY
This proposal is made in a spirit of made." For scholarship is a by-product work. At least a remote cause for the
National Advertising Service, Inc.
correcting an abuse and is intended as of man's fullest industry brought to bear apathy to man's natural appetite for
Cal/st• Publish,,.. Repr1S1nlotlv1
a reflection on no one vol_ume of the upon his native gifts not on the sallow scholarship could be remedied, it seems
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
CHICAGO .. BOSTON • Loa ANGELES .. SAN FRANCISCO
Musketeer or any individual.
principle, art-for-art's-sake or learning- to me, if our high school educators would
----x----for-learning's sake, but to develop the mobilize their efforts toward the creauniquely rational world of man's mind. Uon of a well-regulated, well-dictated
finish the jobA scholar is a man who can define, a man preparatory course designed to stimulate
RE THE MOVIES really cleaned up? who learns the details of his own spe- the student's interest in liberal education
A ft er witnessing "Parnell" and cialized ken as well· as others learn the both in the class-room and in a carefully
"Conquest" and some of the other sup- fundamentals of theirs. He is the type selected program of vocational guidance. It
posedly fine historical pictures we won- who can· and does disagree without be- would at least silence a bit the old broder if the Legion of Decency has finished ing disagreeable. He is a man who dis- mide we have so often heard, "It's only
purging the dirt from the movie themes. covers· in his life the contentment that an educated man who gets anywhere toLavishly produced, historically true, others vainly seek in the realms of pleas- day." The phrase "gets anywhere," a
,, 1937
Member
l938
these pictures 'exploit illicit love under ure. His greatest joy arises from the typical instance of secularism, belies the
~sociated Colle6iale Press
the watchful eye of the Legion and get happy realization that he has spent his whole reason for the failure of the huaway with it. Because they run true to life according to the fullest of his talents. man race, a race of potential scholars.
history the censors can do nothing about He knows what life means and how to to produce the goods.
All~American 1937-38
them.
live it.
"' "'
"'
"Therefore,"
say
the
producers,
"if
E1lltor ............................................ JOIIN J. BRUDER
MAN was not made only to seek pleassuch
things
are
true
in
history
they
are
Business 1\Innnger ........ ROGER J. lllcDERlllOTT
ure. His kingdom is the kingdom
true in life at present and why can't we
EL;\lER J. GRUBER
of
the
mind, for we find the peculiar end
lllnnnglng Editors .... { CYRIL 'VEDDING
portray life? We can't put fairy stories
BY JOHN FOGARTY
before a public which is growing more of a thing in the fulfillment of the pe~· · Edit
{ ROBERT G. IUSSEL
"'e"s
ors ............. U,U'rll ZAJ."F
culiar
capacity
of
that
thing.
And
man
and more critical. And besides you are is endowed with a distinctive rational ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
F1mtnre Editor .................... "'1\I, J, F. ROLL, JR.
imagining things never intended to be." nature.
JUDGING from the remarks of a' numSports Editor .................................. JACK MACKEY
And under this argument the censors
It is one of the curses of the age in
ber of the boys, if there is anything
Ass't. S1>0rts E<lltor ...................... BOB CUl\L"\IINS
seem helpless.
which we live that true scholarship has that is more fun than going on a boat
OLARENCJ<~ F. IIOLLEY
EDITORIAL
,JAOI{ A. JONES
It is an admitted fact that as many peo- been dimmed by the upsurgeance of ride, it is, undoubtedly, not going on a
STAl!'F WUITERS { l'RANK L. LUiiEN
ple read the lists submitted by the Legion thought-systems that belittle or oppose boat ride. As per custom, the Mount's
,JOSEPII KLOPP
to learn the pictures not approved as to the mind of man and substitute for what night on the Ohio (Thursday last) lookAss't, Business
{ JACK SCHUH
lllnnngers ...... ,1.............. JACJ{ l\IOSER
learn those that are acceptable. Few was once learning the purely fact-finding ed like a Xavier function. Roy Neary on
Ueporters-Irvln II. Beumer, Francis F. Burke, people like to be told what to see at their
type of education in which the human board with Jean Martin; so also Duda
Agnes Gelger. Alexander ,V, Heck,
Ltnvrence llohn, Louis B. ,Jurgens, favorite theatre.
environment itself is never given sense. and Jack Lucas. Nickol and John PatCnrolyn I\locker, Unbcrt l{och, ,John
E, Smith, Richard 'Velngartner, RobWe 'wonder if the drive against obscene The practical has conquered the aesthet- ton and a couple of blind dates. While
ert 'Voerncr.
literature· w~ll have the same effect on ic; the machine has replaced human in- Schuhman and Gorman decided to spread
people. Calling attention to spicy maga- genuity and. human individuality. Phi- their charm around and went stag. Clare
zines already arrayed so alluringly on losophy, art, literature, history, and even drug Tom Schmidt-those student manTHURSDAY, MAY 12, 1938
prominent newsstands, merely increases science itself has followed the decline of agers seem to favor. that family. Virinterest in their lurid contents. A trip the classics, and from the resulting chaos ginia, the journalistic genius, went too,
abolish an abuseto your neighborhood drugstore for a is foreboded the further transforma,tion but V. Smith, another journalistic genius,
ACTIVITIES in a university should be soda cannot help but focus your attention of the university into little more than a did not get her bid.
conducted for the educational ad- to the gaily colored magazines so entictrade school in which bread-and-butter A fellow just over from France
vancement of a large portion of the stu- ingly displayed there.
are emphasized and man's unquenchable Said. "I'll pick the best horse at a glan.i:e, ·
dent body. At Xavier and at other inThere must b~ some way to combat
stitutions this custom prevails. However movie themes . and literature that offend thirst after truth is badly distorted and My money I'll double
there is one adivity which does not seem good taste. Fire must be quenched not neglected.
Collectivism, . of course, is the anti- Without any trouble."
to have this qualification, namely the fanned. And when something is found thesis of scholarship. because it brow- He ·later went home-without pants!
Musketeer. The whole history of the to lick satisfactorily the flames, we'll
beats all into an _equalitarian servitude
Wonder what excuse Rex Sullivan,
book has its fundamental defects of the have something that is .worthwhile.
where
ambition,
initiative,
and
industry
gentleman
and scholar, bad to offer wlien
volume.
·
x----are unthinkably alien to the economic he brought Jane home at - 'oclock SunTo begin with, the literary content of presenting a solutiongod before which men must bow. Lib- day morning? .. Conry and Ruth at the
the Musketeer and almost any year-book
eralism, the insidious foe of our western Gibson Saturday night. Bill Casello~s inASSISTAN'r
Secretary
of
State,
Franis most sophomorically ·bromidic throughcis B. Sayre, writing on "The World culture, has also abetted the decline of terest in O. L. C. has nothing to do with
out. All activities are written in inexCrisis-And
Christ," answered the ques- scholarship because it constitutes the the new building they are erecting.
cusable exaggerated prejudiced style retion
which
is
today uppermost in the very secular spirit that condemns spec- Larry Rack is renting boats at Sharon
plete with cliches, trite and hackneyed
ulation, and aesthetics, and the guiding Woods lake-in a sailor outfit. The dorm
expressions which have little or no lit- minds of a thinking populace, a question traditions of philosophy and history boy's new diversion (they have to do
often
posed
but
seldom
answered
satiserary merit. The photographs almost
A disgruntled people are which education, if it ever is to justify something!) is hair cutting. From some
without exception are taken by profes- factorily.
searching
for
a practicable reply to the its existence, must bring back breathmg of the i·esults we'd say that the operasional photographers and thus do not exand alive.
tion was performed with hedge clippers
ercise any talents which individuaI stu- query: Where is to be found the guiding
* * * * *
and sand-paper, while riding down stairs
force
which
will
restore
happiness
and
dents may have along this line. Thus
QUR SOCIAL PROBLEM is one of ed- on a bicycle. The X-Club members
practically all annuals give little exer- peace to a world that has gone berserk,
ucation. It is one that deals with should be putting the neophytes through
where
there
is
hunger
in
the
midst
of
cise to the talents of the students. Thus
the restoration of true values and the the paces by this time. That's an initiaplenty,
and
idleness
when
countless
men
an annual has little merit as an adjunct
emphasis for all students of their dis- tion that leaves it's mark on the boys
are eager for work?
to education.
Does the solution lie in Communism, 'oar.ded social responsibilities. Person- for life. Al Howe, for example, didn't
There are in addition other disadvan- Naziism, · Fascism, or Capitalism? Mr. ally, I do not think such a reformati.on look like that before he joined. Our
tages. First of all the book resolves it- Sayre affirms that Fascism, through its can ever be brought about unless we re- money is on. "Jeep" Keller to take the
self into a series of pictures of a small strong-arm program of suppression, in- vitalize the old order of thought in which most terrific riding of any of the boys
clique of individuals who are active in tensifies and deepens present problems. no one co1.,1ld make any claims to being to enter the X association this year.
college life while the bulk of the student Communism in spite of its name, is a dis- intellectual unless he was first a Cath- We're told that the Sodality's skating
body seeks to find its picture in a large ruptive ati.d destructive force which has olic, understanding history and sharing party grossed about three dollars and
group. Thus .the argument that it is a not in fact proved -healing. State social- in the glorious traditions of the Church. fifty cents; now that's what we'd call a
memory of college days can be refuted ism is little more than a pallative. · .
From the leaders of today we can expect very modest smn; an embarrassed, confor, although it win serve as a good reA great many people today lack· that no such revival. because t~ey . are too fused sum, in fact. The Senior Ball comminder to the few who have been prom- spirit of optimism which gripped the much e~grossed m secular pursmts to re- mittee is rushing those tickets like a lot
inent on the campus, to the majority it world in the "enlightened" age. The cognize its need. The deplorable apathy of scalpers. It seems that the authorities
is just a reminder that they have not.
World War, concluded by the disasterous must be met by the convictions and the are really checking on this dance--no
Further, the necessary high cost of and unchristian treaty of Versailles sacrifices of our Catholic laity if the so- dough, no go. Don't think we haven't
publishing the book is an added drain· on marked the turning point in world op- cial paganism and barbarism that is tried.
She was only a laundry-man's
the frequently "touched" finances of the timism. Present day civilization, found- beating upon our shores is ever success- daughter, but she could really take the
alumni and the friends of the university. ed on materialistic philosophy does not :Dully to be repelled.
starch out of you. Cummins and Lagaly
The advertising in the book can not even offer peace and contentment to those who
The modern university, the supposed are finding out just how much they have
on the ball by pitching to the Cincinnati
go for "good will" since the university put 'faith in material possessions, materRedlegs during batting practice.
Aylpurchasing departments and publications ial force, and the reality only of the crises.
departments are completely separate. tangible and the visible. Such a civiliWe perceive in Mr. Sayre's opus a cor- ward (the shol'ter one) gets along well
And G, Daniel Bruch, the
The advertising itself is placed in the zation only heightens the far reaching robation to the contention of right think~ with Julie.
rear of the book without any reader at- force of pessimism and despair ... Human ing individuals that the only solution lies Roanoke Demosthenes, gets along with
traction and as such are read only by the nature will not be satisfied with material in the return to Christianity, and a close Mary Elizz so well that Donnie Carroll
proof readers. This is abuse of the na- possessions and material force, for men adherence to the principles which He is practically out of the picture. Now
ture of advertising and the good nature seek that inward happiness which grows advocated, practiced, and spread abroad. take Lampe, the sunbumed man of the
of the advertisers.
out of daily work and even commonplace If we are to save ourselves from the soil (Westwood)-there's a guy for you
An informal poll of alumni and stu- labor. We are faced with problems, so- forces of destruction, from war and de- -he leaps from one league to another
dents revealed that only a few had so cial, economic, and political which seem spair, we are forced to turn to a mode with all the grace and agility of the
mu{!h as looked at their annual in sev- well-night insoluble. Daily we are led of existence based on· the principles of bounding gazell, egad! Throw the bolt
Jarvis, we're through for the day.
eral months. For a book which costs as into deeper prol;llems, more terrible Christianity.
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-;--------·!. Masque

IHA~S:~c~:l

11 Tense

·:•..-..~,,_...._...,__,._..~.....~~1•:•

Move

Brisl~ly

Father:

Listen to this music, son,
Reviewer Gives Four
These !boys are really on the
·stars To Student
run.
Production
I guess this here is just the
thing
That you are always calling
The Masque Society has <i traswing.
dition for four-star dramatic
work, and seldom was this more
Son:
in
evidence that in the reCan't you see they're off the
cent production at the Odeon
cob;
.
of "The Racket," Bartlett CorThey're not hearin from the mack's action-laden melodrama
mob. of Chicago's modern underPlaying music really isn't their world. From the moment that
profession.
the first of the large cast of 20
They're not shootin' from their male characters entered the play
until the final curtain ended the
hips;
delightful
evening, the producThey must all have broken
tion moved swiftly and briskly
lips,
·
through moments of tense drama
And the swing cats an are
that
held the audience enthrallscreaming for a session. ,
ed.
Nothing of the Masque's exocelI'll admit that it is fast,
lent reputation was lost by
But they don't put on the .blast.
Monday night's production. Di'I'hese green and corny jivers rected by Louis Feldhaus and
,chill the spine.
so skillfully staged by members
Why, we want to tear it down, of the Masque that the director
Break it up and go to town, . was able to see the play from
But these gents aint even near the audience, "The Racket" was
easily the best amateur performthe city line.
ance of the local season. RangFather:
ing from the firm Captain McAw, lets go out to a ·baseball Quigg (Irvin Beumer) all the
game;
way down to the laugh-inspiring
I think they still play that the janitor (Edward Ryan) whose
role consisted in occasional pasame.
rades across the stage with
broom and duster,· the characters
Fightin'well-cast.
A prize fighter noted for his were exceptionally
Several
newcomers
to
the Xaright hook to the head once said
that his was merely a "hand to vier group, among whom were
Beumer, a freshman, Herbert
mouth existence."
If Cliff upadooka" Carroll, our Heekin, a junior, and John
janitor and one time pugilist is Sweeney, a freshman kept the
pleased with his fistic record, he action moving at a fast clip and
mustn't !believe in "an eye for an gave evidence of genuine dramatic talent.
eye and a tooth for a tooth".
The plot is woven from the
When a grade school tot, I told
the trainer at the Fenwick Club struggle between the zestful Chithat I wanted to be a boxer. He cago police, corrupt politicians,
looked at my face. ancr said, "O. and the leaders of gangland in
K. What have you got to lose?" the late twenties. As a melodrama, it provides thrilling draThat's a fact.
matic possibilities and these
were used to good advantage by
\
Upon seeing a list of the or- McQuigg and Nick Scarsi (Heechestras to play at a local "spot" kin), the leading characters of
for the summer season, one cryp- the struggle, while the others
tic commentator merely said, gave as much to their roles as
"ah, the tin .pan .parade again."
could be expected from the proHopping, skipping/, dipping·, fessional stage. Verbal orchids
jumping,
were also in order for the triad
Sliding, skipping, slouching, of newspaper reporters Pratt,
slumping,
played by James Patton; Ames,
Knocking, blocking-what's the played by William Clark; and
reason?
Miller, played by John Fogarty,
Coney starts a:nother season.
a veteran of Masque Society
productions. Others in the cast
I loved each word she uttered included Frederick Nebel, Richard Schmidt, Roger McDermott,
Until one day she muttered
Francis McNerney, Robert CumIn tone a la Runyon
mins, William Casello, Donald
"Four - with onion!"
Middendorf, Kenneth Bowler,
Heard at the X-Club initiation: Joseph Gladstone, Howard Cul"I am the world's worst wooer ver, William Rielly, Richard
The drippiest biller and cooer Dooley, and Thomas Harper.
The production was managed by
For years I went dateless
Robert W. ~lum.
Don D.
I feared I'd !be mateless
was
technical
director.
Moore
My chances grew fewer and
Plays as well cast and staged
fewer.
as was "The Racket" are a· dis"My hair I part in the middle tinct addition to Cincinnati's
amateur theatre, and more freAnd love to me is a riddle
quent productions by the MasNow I've dated the "Batch";
que would be a welcome sup•She's more than my match
To Tuke I play second fiddle." plement to the entertainment
offered each season to the local
lamm Addresses Guild theatre-going public. The work
F
of the underclassmen Monday
night indicated that a talented
Elmer C. Flamm, arts senior, cast for another fine production
will address the Evidence Guild next season has already been
tonight. His topic will be some assembled.-V. E. S.
phase of Catholic Action.
Flamm last spoke to the InMembers of the New York
quiry Class at St. Xavier High University senior class unaniSchool in December. He has ·mously voted to support Mayor
been interested in study clubs LaGuardia for president if he is
for some time.
a candidate in 1940.

Par.ticularly evident expressions of the longing to get into
the outdoors that is a part of the
annual springtime fever are the
constant and unremitting plans
~or picnics of every type. So too,
every spring fields a great deal
of talk about class picnics, which
somehow never materialize quite
as planned. It seems that talk
about incipient picnics is as far
as the average man can get.
True, there have been and there
always are several class picnics;
but in reality they are not
strictly class affairs; they receive
the active backing of perhaps
twenty-five per cent of a class.
Such a proportion, in our estimation, does not clearly represent the number of men in any
class who enjoy such outdoor
events, and it is quite beyond
comprehension why there are
not more who actually attend a
picnic when there ·are so many
who talk about it and discuss
the site, food, refreshments, etc.,
beforehand.
It seems to us that perhaps
many who do not go to class
picnics do not because they have
never been to such an event with
the group of men who make up
their class and are hence dubious about the amount of enjoyment they will find there. However, it is also our belief that
were they to ask anyone who
had formerly been on a class
picnic whether it was worth attending, they would receive a
strong "Don't miss it" for an
answer. For the truth of the
matter is that such affairs have

in "the past been the occasion of
some of the most enjoyable experiences in the collegiate life of
those who participated.
There is a peculiar quality belonging to stag picnics that is
never found at any other social
event. It seems that men, who
have attained maturity, who have
reached the adult stage, suddenly lose every vestige of the veneer that education and practical
experienced has superimposed
upon them and for a few hours
allow the boy in them, long suppressed by social conventions, to
assert itself. They become carefree as children for a day. Far
from the crowded city districts
·they can become as boisterous
as they desire without fear that
they may call down upon themselves the wrath of neighbors
whose peace has been disturbed.
The occasion might almost be
said to serve the purpose of
purging their beings of these
emotions. But in addition, the
class picnic is one of the faw
opportunities most of the men
get to mix socially with their
day-to-day companions in study;
it is an opportunity to get outside, to take some healthful exercise which in the busy lives
of many students finds but a
slight place.

Spanish Professor
Me1nher Of Trade
Week Connnittee
(Continued from Page 1)
will have an appropriate display
of books and publications on the
subject of foreign trade, with
the National Foreign Trade
Week posters conspicuously displayed in the main library and
the 34 branches throughout the
city.
Displays will be arranged in
the lobby and on the tenth floor
of the Hotel Gibson of travel
and steamship exhibits as well
as products made in Cincinnati
which have a market abroad.
The Cincinnati Foreign Trade
Club, the Chamber of Commerce
and all cooperating organizations, voiced the committee, are
keenly interested in taking part
in the observation of Foreign
Trade Week which has been
sponsored for the last ten years
by the United States Chamber
of Commerce iri. cooperation with
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Ten years ago there were only
300 organizations giving attention
to this movement. This year
there will be over 1700. .

Catholic . A c t i o n
Is Main Theme Of
Press Conference
(Continued from Page 1)
The one day conference which
will embrace all schools in a 150mile area will be attended by
approximately 300 delegates representing ·over 2,500 Catholic
students, according to advance
registrations.
A registration fee of $1.50 will
be charged and
Catholic .students and the general public are
welcome, according to Miss Rosmary . Valentiner, Our Lady of
Cincinnati College, and Chairman of the F'inance Committee.
Representing Xavier at the
convention, in addition to Smith
and Bruder, will be: Raymond
J. Wilson, Jr., former editor of
the News, Elmer J. Gruber, managing editor, Robert G. Kissel,
news editor, Wm. J. F. Roll, Jr.,
feature, editor John E. Fogarty,
James J. Hausman, and Albert
A. Stephan, columnists, Edward
J. Kennedy, Jr., former News
editor, and G. Dan Bruch.
The conference sponsored by
the three schools has the approval of the Most Rev. John T.
McNicholas, archbishop of Cincinnati and Very Rev. Msgr.
Fulton J. Sheen, noted lecturer
of the Catholic University of
America.
George Muehlenkamp, journalism student in the Evening Division, also plans to attend the
Conference. Muehlenkamp is an
alumnus of Newport Catholic
High School and has,. "covered"
numerous public meetings in the
Cincinnati area during the past
scholastic year.

all

Columbia University has announced plans to construct ten
or more new buildings and improve existing facilities, and is
seeking an endowment of $50,000,000 to finance the project.

The Palm Beach
Evening Formal
Why borrow the other fellow's tux when a
new Palm Beach Evening formal can be had
for $20. Single or double-breasted white
jacket with shawl lapels ..• pleated black
trousers with satin stripes ... unlined and
unpadded..:_ but shape· retaining. Immaculately cool though the date and the doings
are hot. Easily washed or cleaned •.. and an
outstanding value at

Ask your clothier to show you the new Airtones ancl
whites in Palm Beach suits ($17.75); slacks ($5.50)
TAILDRKD

BY
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IP IT BEARS THIS LABELlT'S GENUINE PALM BEACH

GOODALL COMPANY• CINCINNATI

SPORTS

X-CUES
A.l Steplian
Monday will find everybody
opening the throttle wide as the
four classes get away from the
post in Intramural Week. With
"class hatred" rising to a fever
pitch, the boys are scheduled to
throw caution to the winds in
an effort to cop· the crown. Bitter iepithets have been hurled
from the opposing camps and
the war cry of the campaign,
reading from left to right, is
"Show them no mercy!" Be
who hesitates is lost-in the
shuffle. And even though the
boys may not fare so well, I'm
picking Sloan's liniment to jump
several notches in the stock market. When all is said and done,
the interest evidenced in the initial venture of this nature lias
been terrific. The varied program extending over five sports
gives every student an opportunity to join in the heated competition which will determine
which class is the ace in sports
for the year 1937-38.

* * ..
·stepped out to watch Xavier's
contingent of divot diggers cross
mashies with the two-year state
titleholders, the Dayton "Flyers"
and what a brilliant exhibition
of massaging that little white
agate! The match was close, despite the 14-4 count-if you ever
want to go completely berserk
try .keeping tab of the score in
such a match. Led by "Jolting
.Joe" Zotkiewicz, who hits a ball
twice as long as his name, the
Flyers displayed the form which
has won them the title before,
and I'll bet my last jitney, will
give them another this semester.
"Genial Joe", who had never
seen the course before, waltzed
through with a delicious 68four under par-and he had to
do it to beat Xavier's mighty
midget, Jack Ralstin, who toured the layout in 71. These two
boys certainly make it look easy!
Berm "Speedy" Elsaesser came
in with a 73 to tie Dayton's
Bootes while Paul Genund, Ohio
high school champ in '34 and
runner-up to "Zot" last year,
bagged a 74. Three Beckmans,
two from X, ended in the high
seventies in a really swell contest.

"' * *

Tony Comello's pl'Oteges dashed up to Miami Tuesday to tangle with :the Buckeye Conference leaders, Miami University
and led by "Batterin' Bill" Russ
and "Luke" O'Toole the boys did
themselves noble by knocking
over the "Redskins" 7-5. "Wee
Willie" the Russ rang _up three
blows, including a hefty triple,
while O'Toole poked a timely
double and pulled the defensive
gem of the afternoon. "Bomer"
Cummins worked six innings on
the hill with "Pappy La.galy firing the final three heats in sensational style. Joe Schuster came
- through in the clutch when he
pinch-hit a single with the bases
clogged and the Comellomen
trailing. Defensively the Xavier
contingent was not any too torrid, but Klingenberg's "Highland
Fling" catch with two on the
sacks in the ninth just about
sewed up the contest - Lagaly
took no chances and made the
final killing via the strikeout
route. Tony and the boys certainly showed the way in the
first collegiate game. for X in
half a decade and applause is
the order;_..make it two, .Joe, the
treat's on us.

• • •

Hoping that Intramural Week
will enjoy even a part of the success the two new spring sports
have governed. I beg to be
X-Cuesed until next week.
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HURLERS HOLD MIAMI TO FIVE HITSBasli.etball
Council Ready For
Rules Change Intramural W eel~
Will Be Lighter
On Players
The basketball rule makers,
who sped up the college hardw_ood game for the benefit of the
spectators last season, have taken
the players a little more into
consideration for next year, in
making the rule changes for the
1938-39 season.
The National Association of
Basketball Coaches, at its meeting in New York, last week, vot-·
ed into the books two new rules
destined to apply the breaks to
the game which __ caused such
controversy.
The representative
coaches
voted to increase the number· of
time-out periods to five, and
added the provision for an optional use of four 10-minute
quarters instead of the 20-minute halves heretofore used in
college games.
In order to clear up a techni ..
cal difficulty which appeared
frequently under the no-jump
rule as employed last year, the
coaches voted to bar the placing
of substitutions after a goal is
made until the ball is put back
into play.

Marl{sn1en
Will Pienic

Opening Gun
Monday Afternoon
The Student Council made final preparations, late this week,
to accommodate the overflow entry list for Intramural Week
whioh will begin Monday afternoon.
Team representatives have reported that class squads in all
fields virtually are filled, although entries may be made until Monday morning by contacting team captains.
Scheduled time for all events
has not as yet been determined,
Al Stephan, President of the
Council and in charge of the
tournament, announced, but this,
together with general information will be kept posted on the
main bulletin board of Science
Hall through all of next week.
Large Followings
Although all fields have recruited large followings, the Indoor and Track competitions are
expected to provide the most interest for the student body, due
to the largeness of the field and
diversity of competition.
Each class will send worthy
representatives into the Indoor
race, as the list of entrants is
known to include some betterthan-average softball players in
its ranks.
The Student Council's idea of

breaking the class teams into
Dorm and Day squads for this
and other divisions of intramural play has met with favor from
the outset. Besides dividing the
units into natural campus cliques,
it has given the Dorm boysor the Day students, as the case
may be-a chance to prove their
old contention that they always
could put a better contingent on
the sports' field than their other
class associates.
In the Golf division the competition likely will be one of the
stiffest of the program. Each of
the four classes has a representative on the Varsity golf team,
with the freshmen holding a
slight edge with Jack Ralstin
and Herm Elsaesser dominating
the divot-diggers.
The Tennis division also should
provide a close race. The Seniors hold the favorite bunting at
this early date with such steady
racket wielders as McEvoy,
Lampe, Hausman, and others
entered in their ranks.
Sophs Hold Edge
The Sophs bid fair to hold
the edge in the Swimming meet,
carded tentatively for Tuesday,
because of the number of second
year men who placed high in
last year's intramural meets. The
Juniors; with Blum, Donlin, and
other fair strokers, may show
enough strength to win in this
division.
The Frosh have a
good chance with Conley and
King heading the plebes.
Track, because of the diversity
of fields, is a toss-up in pretourney guessing. The Freshmen seem to have the edge in
the weight division, but the
Junior class looks strong enough
in the sprints and short-distance
runs, and should _be able to put
a good, all-around team on the
field, Saturday morniJ?.g.

Ball Club Annexes
First Intercollegiate
Start
Led by the masterful five-hit
pitching of Bob Cummins and
Virg Lagaly, Xavier's Musketeers downed Miami University,
7-5, Tuesday afternoon at Oxford, Ohio.
The Commellomen, behind stellar pitching by .two veteran
moundsmen, staged a four-run
rally in the eighth inning to
come from the rear and win
their first start in intercollegiate
ball this season. It was, however, their fourth consecutive
win of the year.
Miami made a ba.ttle of it all
.the way and staged a see-saw
fight to come within "inches" of
tying up the ball game in the
last inning.
Saved Game
'Dhose inches were nobly filled
by the person of Ralph Klingenberg, sophomore rightfielder for
the Musketeers, who ·saved the
game for Lagaly in the ninth
with a sensational catch of a
hard hit ball which was ticketed
for a four-base clout.
Miami, after seeing their 4-3
lead overcome in the eighth, took
advantage of two walks by Lag·aly in the ninth to advance runners to second and third, with
Eisenhut, the batter, as the potential tying run.
Eisenhut smacked a deep, hard
hit ball to dead right on the second ball pitched, and the sock
seemed destined for a hQmer.

Good Catch
Klingenberg, however, started
mulated Monday at a meeting of
with the crack of the bat, just
The tentative date of the Pis- the members held in the fielddid get up to the ball, reached
tol Club's picnic is May 21, and house.
out his gloved hand to the left,
Sergeant Kenneth C. Fletcher,
the site the Army Post at Fort
and the ball bracked in for the
Thomas, according to an an- Pistol Coach, said no announceputout.
nouncement Tuesday. Carl W. ments were received as yet from
The oatch nipped· the Redskin
Tillman, Lawrence E. Rack, Don Washington concerning the outrally in the bud, as they were
C. Faith, and John T. Schuh come of the National- Field Arable to secure but one tally in
compose the special committee tillery Pistol Competition in
this final frame, and they went
which Xavier participated last
planning the outing.
down to their third defeat of the
Plans for the affair were for- week.
season.
Miami has been decisioned
only once in Buckeye Conference
Gives Varied Views
play and are leading the league
On Intramural Week
with four victories and one loss.
Their
other defeat was at the
-------------------------------------------With Intramural Week loom- virtually massacred by X-Club draw from the competition and hands of Western State Teach(Continued on Page 7)
so avoid humiliation."
ing, the student body is evincing paddles."
He's stopped cold by Fresha growing interest in the activi- -in the same vein, "Pappy"
man Connelly:
ties to commence next Monday. Lagaly, '38:
"I hope some of you under"Ask ·the sophs who kicked
Student opinion Js being expressed throughout the campus, and classmen are able to give us them around Frosh-Soph Night.
seniors a little competition in The frosh can take those sophs
it sounds something like ,this:
this Intramural Week. We have any time, any day of the week,
-from Bob Cummins:
"Intramural Week will afford the best tracksters, mermen, and this time we'll make them
the slackers in the student body golfers, and racketeers in the wish they had remained spectaThe X-Club, which was rean opportunity to make up for University. We will win in a tors, for that's what they'll be in sponsible for those nondescript
lost time. Support this year has walk. You finks and jerks who reality."
fellows who trudged about the
been mediocre. There are al- are supposed to be competition -Frank Kucia, expresses senior campus last week with onions
most enough sports to go around; better get some practice in be- opinion:
around their necks and in very
"I don't see how the under- unbecoming ensembles, will kisshowever, due to its rigorous na- cause it's going to be town hall."
ture, cocktail dancing has been -"Roddy" Rodenfels, '41, doesn't classmen can give us much trou- and-make-up with the newly inble. We've seen many ambitious itiated neophytes, Sunday, at a
banned-which will no doubt share his view::
"Friends, Romans, and upper dodos stymied in their attempts private club picnic.
eliminate some. All others joins
Frank Kucia, president of the
up and try to beat the senior classmen-look out for us blood- to lick _the seniors in a field
thirsty freshmen. , We're out for meet."
class-and I DO mean TRY!"
undergraduate X-Club, said that
~to which Paul Gallagher, '39, blood and we're not particular -Bill Russ, '38, suggests:
the entire monogram organizawhose blood it is. Custer had a
"If all the underclassmen "ath- tion will be on hand for the outreplies:
"As usual the Juniors will chance against the Indians but letes' were laid end to end door feast.
Tomorrow night, the initiates
drop the Senior dopes. That the I wouldn't concede the upper there wouldn't be enough to
Senior jerks are lousy is the classmen as much chance as the reach from the bulletin board to will be formally accepted into
Cincinnati Reds had of winning the Dean's office. Why, in my the club at a special conclave in
juniors' No. 1 irk."
opinion, they had better concede the Fieldhouse.
Jim Nolan,
-Sophomore Blunt stated blunt- last year's pennant."
-Ed Kluska '40, thinks this the championship to us without president of the graduate Xly enough:
"We sophs don't like to brag, way:
having a tournament. It would Club, will give a talk to the in"Since it is inevitable that the be a face-saving process."
coming members. Coach Clem
but . . . if we don't make these
All of this comment, too, was Crowe, together with all gradjuniors and seniors look like sophomores will win in the comfirst-graders in the Intramurals, ing Intramurals, it would be accompanied with adequate and uate lettermen, have been invited to attend.
it'll be because our stars were better for the freshmen to with- typical gestures.

Student Body ·Tall{.s

X-CluhTo

Hold Ou.ting
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ing features for fellows who have Pair 0£ Hurlers
no brain and a lot of muscle,
and also for lads who have no Hold Miami Nine
muscle and a lot of brain-those T
who have neither brain nor musO Five Hits
cle shall keep score. If there is
ber up the tiers of benches to the
any person \\'.,ho has both brain
(Continued from Page 6)
Dorm Men Seek
top, and when they have gained
(Continued from Page l)
and muscle he will be declared .ers.
this vantage point they turn t)lat they will whip the seniors, a miracle man and therefore not
Early Sun Tan By
Luke O'Toole was the man of
their backs on the erstwhile field freshmen, and sophomores. The eligible to compete with the rest
Southern Exposure of action and snap panorama sophomores are confident that of the boys. At the time of this the hour on the offense for Xashots of the campus.
they shall carry off the first place writing the University had vier against the Redskins. It
Then there are the off-season in baseball, track, tennis, swim- agreed to furnish everything ex- was his long double to left field
From September to November
performers in the stadium whose ming, and golf. Whereas the cept balls, bats, racquets, track field in the eighth· inning that
the multitudes turn their eyes
activities depend on the absence freshmen hold that they shall equipment, and a golf course. If scored Russ and Litzinger to put
toward the stadia of the counof spectators. A new cult has cop the swimming, baseball, anyone knows where the Coun- the Big Blue out in front for the
try and tlock to them religiously
taken root among the resident golf, tennis, and track contests. cil can pick up a good golf third and final time in the game.
every week-end. For the other
students. They strip to a mini-' One of the first year men said: course ·cheap kindly contact the Schuster's pinch-hit single, also
nine months of the year the stamum and distribute themselves "Why we'll even beat the fresh- .S t u d e n t Council president, in •this frame bro u g h t in
dia of the country still stand, but
over the sward (which is truly men, who do they think they whose name we do not r.ecall at O'Toole with what proved to be
the multitudes aren't even slightthe winning run.
green this time of year) in the are?" All in all it looks as present.
·
ly aware of them.
Xavier, in its first start in colvicinity of the south goal, before though someone is going to be
The school janitors were go- legiate diamond competition in
Xavier University's stadium the blank unseeing face of the left grasping the satchel. One
was not folded up and stored scoreboard.
of the interesting regulations in ing to enter a track team but four years, displayed more ofaway after the last touchdown
connection with these games is were declared ineligible because fensive power than the hardLone Baskers
last fall, but still stands out
the rule prohibiting any contest- John Molloy, captain of the jani- hitting Buckeye loop leaders,
It is obvious, even from a· dis- an~ from entering more than two tor's aggregation, is a · profes- but were handicapped by loose
there in the slight· valley between "knowledge knob" and tant observation from the Union events. Those in charge feel that sional hammer thrower. Here defensiv·e play on the infield.
the social side of the campus. House porch, that these baskers the embarrassment of losing is a bit of student opinion reCummins- Has "Stuff"
Xavier men have discovered this must of necessity confine their two contests is just about all the garding the coming athletic carCummins
showed very well in
nival:
Medolph
Fitler,
freshman,
occupancy
of
Corcoran
Field
to
in the last several days.
normal collegian can s t a n d.
says, "Ve god dot drak contest pitching the first six innings,
its
unfrequented
period.
This
There
are
events
for
short
windPacked Gallery
is, perhaps, the explanation you ed guys, long winded guys, and in her bag already yet." Sam- serving up a world of "stuff" in
Performing before a packed have been searching for in .conmy Samuels, a junior states, the pinches. His wide curve regallery of gaping seats Xavier nection with the prevalence of a few for consumptives. There "Oi, hits a steal for dis gleez." peatedly fooled the Redskin
men ply the mashie and the "dorm" men who·carry tans that will be sprints, dashes, runs, Joseph Joseph, another junior, sluggers and he was hit hard ongallops, and staggers; not to
chip-shots now are falling where look like six weeks in Miami
mention smooth and broken field when asked if it were true that ly two times, before Comella deCummins' punts lately. dropped. Beach.
running. In it's efforts to get the sophomores would win, said, cided upon Lagaly for the final
Using the words of so many footAs yet these - performers are one hundred per cent student "Will they win-can you-well frames.
ball fellows, men With sticks not awarded letters for their acLagaly also used his curve to
participation, the Council is stag- for-don't make me-say, what
now beat the grass grown tall tivity, but then the gate receipts - - - - - - - - - - - - - - are ya givin' me?" Menito Bus- good advantage, together with
at the ends of the field and mut- they draw are negligible.
ers College, at Richmond, Ky. solini, a senior, is quoted as say- good control of his fast one. Erter, "Where's that confounded
The R. 0. T. C. pistol teams of ing, "Willa we win, a-listeen rors behind him in the ninth set
ball?"
this college and of Xavier shot boy, we busta dem ball all over the stage for Miami's last atAmateur photographers clamexchange matches at each range des fields. Poosh 'em up John!" tempt, and the only real biow
this year.
Three sophomores said, "On yer off him-but for Klingenberg's
A special decoration is desig- way punk, we· ain't talkin', see?" catch-would have proved his
nated by R 0 T c-. Regulations So you can see for yourself what undoing.
.
to be worn by cadets of a unit the students think about it. At 'Xavier plays here, tomorrow,
that receives an excellent rating this point we wish to remind the meeting Cincinnati Box Lunch
from its inspector. At last in- entrants that the decisiqns of the Co. Coach Tony Comello's team
Colonel T. P. Barnard, United spection Xavier's Battalion was judges will be fi,nal, and any who
will be gunning for its fifth
States Field Artillery, will ob- in its first season of organization, wish to contest such decisions straight win.
serve Tuesday the results of two and performed in a promising had better bring a few large
months special training as he re- manner.
Confidence is high friends. Hoping that we have
Score by innings:
Lose by 14-4 Count; views the First Battalion, Xavier among the authorities that the been successful in clouding the
123 456 789 R. H. E.
Field Artillery:
added exper1·ence w1·11 ·: be ev1·- issue,
·
1eave now t o t ak e a Xav1'er .... 200 010 040- 7 9 3 ·
we
Ralstin High For X.
Having folloVfed a thorough denced plainly Tuesday.
lesson in stop-watch watching.
Miami .... 100 102 001-5 5 3
military career, Colonel Barnard ,:;;;===;;;;;;;;;;;=======;;;;;;;;;;;;===;;;;;;;======================~
The Musketeer golfers proved will view the Corps of cadets
no match for Dayton Universi- with a critfical eye as he inspects
ty's linksmen, Tuesday after- them in every department next
noon, and went down by a deci- Corps Day.
Colonel Barnard entered acsive 14-4 count at the Western
tive army service thirty-seven
Hills Country Club.
years ago and has since then
Joe Zotkiewicz, state intercolbeen engaged in military purlegiate champion, led both teams
suits. He rose to a captaincy in
in scoring .by blasting out a sub1916, and during the War he
par 68, to cut four strokes off the
served as major and lieutenant
course par figures.
colonel.
Jack Ralstin, Xavier's No. 1
His present rank of colonel he
man, shot a !brilliant 71, but his received in 1932, Colonel Barefforts were nullified because of nard's official position is Rethe fact that he was paired off cruiting Officer for the Cincinwith Zotkiewi~z.
nati ·Military District, which includes several adjacent states.
Dayton Hot
Word from the Military DeThe entire Flyer team shot
good golf while Xavier.'s efforts partment stated that late perwere far below the form shown formances of the students of the
whelli th,e llv.ruskieteers downed Military Course i~dicate . favUniversity of Kentucky, last orable showing for the Inspection
Tuesday.
Captain George E.
week.
Wrockloff, assistant professor of
Only slightly overshadowed
military science and tactics, obb y Zotkiewicz'.s pace-setting
served that his first year basic
round was the splendid game of
classes are in a satisfactory state
Paul ·Genung, Day.ton's No. 2
of training, and that he is conplayer.
Genung was around in
fident they will present an im73 and his approach shots were
Salesman's Samples of Mucli Higlier Priced
pressive appearance for the Infaultless on every hole.
Both
spector in their assigned duties.
he and Zotkiewicz captured 3
Captain Gratified
points apiece from Ralstin ana.
"I am gratified at the cooperPaul Beckman, adding 1% points
on ibest ball.
P. Beckman and ation that has been forthcoming
Ralstin scored 11h . on their !best from the first year cadets this
3 for $2
season, and I wish to commend
ball.
them on the progress they have
Here's satisfaction for you, men ... the one sports outfit that looks smart, feels
Elsaesser High
shown this year, which will be
comfortable, and stands the pushing around that golf, tennis, fishing and loafing
Herm Elsaesser was .the high- on display at the Annual Inspecwill
give it. And don't thank us ... thank the maker who was willing to give
.point man for Xavier, capturing tion," affirmed Captain Wrockup
his
line of samples before the season was half started. Choose from gauchos,
1 1~ points from Don Boots, while loff.
The Freshman cadets are
dropping the same number.
button-fronts, slipovers in a variety of 'colors. Small, medium, large. Specially
scheduled to present an exhibiVince Beckman, swinging in tion of gun drill on the battery
priced atthe No. 4 position for the Mus- of French seventy-fives, while
Rollman's First Floor
keteers, won only lf.i point from upper class military students
Dick Boeckman, and lost 21h will collaborate with communimarkers.
cations and reconnaisance.
Bootes and Boeckman gained
On the following Tuesday,
21h points on best ball, yielding Colonel Barnard is expected to
but 1h point to Elsaesser and V. direct the Annual Inspection at
Eastern Kentucky State Teach- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,
Beckman.

Off..Season Finds Gridiron
Hacl~ed By Many A Midiron

Goliers No
Match For

Intramural Gan1es
Give Evidence Of
Much 'Bad Feeling'

Colonel T. Barnard
To Review Primed
Battalion Tuesday

Dayton U.

a

MEN'S POLO SHIRTS_69c

Rollm.an's
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• Award
Pern1n
500 Will Take Exam
In Catholic High
Schools
The second annual examination for the Claude J. Pernin
Memorial Award will take place
simultaneously in the four iboys
Catholic high schools of Cincinnati tomorrow.
The examination is under the
·sponsorshlp of Sword and Plume,
Graduate Honor Fraternity, and
is Jbeing conducted with the cooperation of Rev. Carl J. Ryan,
archdiocesan superintendent of
high schools.
Nearly five hundred high
school seniors will take the ex-

amin~tion which consis~ of 72
questions on current topics.
A
time limi~ w~1 be set in which
the examination must be completed.
A gold medal will be given to
the winner in each of the four
schools-<Roger Bacon, Purcell,
Elder and St. Xavier.
The Committee of Sword and
Plume which has made arrangements for the examination consists of Frank X. Schaefer, Frank
A. Mezur, Louis A. Ginnocchio,
John P. Brockman, and Frank
Brearton, the Society's President.
In the first examination, in
which all contestants competed
for one prize, the winner was
Raymond J. Wilson, present
sophomore in the University, and
former editor of the NEWS.
The award was established to
honor the memory of the Rev.
Claude J. Pernin, S. J., noted
author, lecturer, and educator,
who died while a member of the
Xavier faculty in 1935.
The medals will be awarded at
the commencement exercises of
each of the schools.

I

IAssociation, of which he was a Radio Broadcast·
Decision For
past president, until his death
.
two
years ago,
Verkamp Rests
W r i t e s Finale
•
Last year's debate was on the
With Attorney question "Resolved: that Con- 1,o Clef Club Year
gress be empowered to fix min(Continued from Page 1)
ities since his graduation.
The Verkamp Debate forms
the climax of the season for the
Poland Philopedian Society. Both
of these institutions have long
been established at Xavier University, and rank high in the
length of continuity among the
similar institutions of the country.
Established by Joseph B. Verkamp, who was graduated from
Xavier in the class of 1877, the
Verkamp Debate will have its
ninety-seventh occurrence in the
Mary Lodge Reading Room Friday evening, starting at 8:15
p. m.
The donor of the Debate
award, Joseph Verkamp, was an
enthusiastic benefactor of Xavier
University. He took an active
part in the affairs of the Alumni

imum wages and maximum
A bro ad cast over station
hours for industry." It was won
by Leonard C. Gartner, who is WKRC will serve as an anticlimax to the Clef Club's present
now following a law career.
concert season word from John
T. Shack, club president, stated
Council Will Elect
today. The Club's program is
By Petition Syste1n scheduled for 10:30 Saturday
evening and will be under the
Election of class officers for direction of Franklin Bens.
next year are to be held on May
According to Shack the Club
19 and 20, it was announced by may also sing over WLW and
Albert A. Stephan, president of WCKY in the near future. No
the Student Council. at the Stu- dates have as yet been set for
dent Council meeting, Monday. these concerts.
Candidates will be selected acThe Club will present a concording to the petition system cert at the Villa Madona Acadby which each member is re- emy on Thursday, May 19. Thi:i
quired to obtain the backing of will ue the last appearance of
a number of students before he the Club prior to the Spring
is eligible for election.
Concert at the Hotel Gibson on
Further plans for these events Tuesday, May 24.
will be drawn up at the next
The annual election of officers
Student Council meeting, Mon- will be held at the Club's meetday.
' ing on Monday, May 23.

'-------
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... because Chesterfield
ingredients ar~ the best a cigarette
can have ... mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos ... aromatic Turkish tobaccos . -.. aged for 2 1/2 years ... pure
tasteless cigarette paper ... and

a blend that can't be copied
•••
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